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1. Introduction. In his study on the applications of functional

analysis to numerical analysis L. V. Kantorovich [l] proves the

following inequality:

If the sequence {74} (& = 1, 2, • • • ) of real numbers has the prop-

erty

(1) 0 < m g 7* = M

and {£t} (k = l, 2, ■ • • ) denotes another sequence with 22t-i kl< °°

then the inequality

(2) ±*i±±£*!^\±i\
k=i        t=i Y* 4Mw     L t=i   J

holds.

In a footnote Kantorovich states that (2) is a special case of the

following inequality enunciated by G. Polya and G. Szego in their

book [2]:

If the real numbers ak and bk (k = l, 2, ■ - ■ , n) fulfill the conditions

(3) 0 < «i g ak ^ Mi;        0 < m2 ^ bk ^ M2

then

B     2^2

t_i      *_i (MiM2 + mim2)2
(4) 1 ^-■ ^ -■ •

r- n -12 4mim2MiM2

Lt?iaiH
G. E. Forsythe, who edited the translation of Kantorovich's paper,

included the following remark about this footnote: "It is not clear

to me that Kantorovich's inequality really is a special case of that

of Polya and Szego." Examining the relation between the two in-

equalities more closely we found that this remark is well justified and

can be made even more specific in that the inequality of Polya and

Szego in the form (4) is a special case of the Kantorovich inequality
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(2). This is rather obvious. With given ak, bk (k = 1, 2, • • • , n) subject

to (3) one only needs to set

ak
7* = —;    & = (akbk)in      (* - l, • • •, •)

bk

£n+l  =   £n+2  ~   '   '   '   =   0

while 7n+i, 7n+2, ■ ■ ■ can be chosen arbitrarily within the interval

[mi/M2, Mi/m2].

However, this remark about (2) including (4) does not give a com-

plete picture about the relationship between the two inequalities.

The P61ya-Szeg6 inequality is a direct specialization of the following

more general inequality which in turn is equivalent to the Kantor-

ovich inequality:

If {ak} and {bk} (fe = l, 2, • • • ) are two sequences of real numbers

subject to the condition (3) and {£*} denotes another sequence with

Er.,ft<«> then

r« V   V V A2 < {MlM* + mxmiY r V    * t2T
(5) 2^ akkk 2^ °Kk S —-——-     2-, °<kbkkk    ■

t-i t=i A:mim2MiM2      L t_i J

One realizes that the specialization

Si= ••• = £»= 1;       & = 0 for k > n

which leads from (5) to (4) is very restrictive and results in (4) not

having a geometrical interpretation like (5). Furthermore the in-

equality (4) ceases to have a meaning for«—> oo. In fact, for «—>•«> both

the numerator and denominator of the center term of (4) tend to

infinity (while the whole term of course stays finite).

We shall not show at this point that the inequalities (5) and (2)

are equivalent. This will be an easy consequence of a proof given

later.

The subject of this paper is the proof of a generalized form of the

inequality (2) for linear, bounded and selfadjoint operators in Hilbert

space. This generalized Kantorovich inequality proves to be equiva-

lent to a similarly generalized form of the inequality (5) which we

shall call the generalized Polya-Szego inequality. Our generalized

Kantorovich inequality is already implicitly contained in the paper

of L. V. Kantorovich. However, its proof there involves the use of the

theory of spectral decomposition for the operators in question. The

proof we shall present here will proceed in a considerably simpler

way.
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2. The generalized Kantorovich inequality.

Theorem 1. Given a linear and self adjoint operator A of the Hilbert

space H. If the operator A fulfills the condition2

(6) 0 <mE ^ A ^ ME

then

(M + m)2
(7) (x, x)2 ^ (Ax, x)(A~% x) ^ ——-(x, x)2

4Mm

for all x£i7.

Proof. The left hand side of the inequality follows directly from

Schwarz's inequality3

(x, x)2 = (A^x, (A-1)1'^)2 g (A^x, A^x)^-1)1'^, (A-1)1'^)

= (^4xx)(^l_1x, x).

We shall first prove the right hand side of (7) for finite dimensional

spaces H. Then we will show that the proof for the general case can

be reduced to that of the finite dimensional case.

1. Let ilbe a finite dimensional space. Then the unit sphere SC.H

is compact. Hence, considered on S, the continuous functional

(Ax, x)(A~1x, x)
f(x) = -

attains its maximum at a certain point, say x0(E5, i.e.,

f(x0) = max/(x) = (^4xo, Xo)(A~1x0, x0).
xeS

With a fixed vector y£.II and the real parameter t (\t\ <1) we con-

sider the real valued function

g(t) =f(x0+ty).

This function g(t) has a relative maximum at t = 0 and therefore we

must necessarily have g'(0) =0. Using the selfadjointness of A and

A-1 we find

g'(0) = 2(Ax0, y)(A~1x0, x0) + 2(A~1x0, y)(Axa, x0) - 4/(x0)(x0, y) = 0

and thus

2 We use here the usual order relation among selfadjoint operators by writing

A £B when (Ax, x) g [Bx, x) for all x Q.H. E denotes the identity operator in H.

3 A1" and (A'1)1'2 are the positive square roots of the operators A and A*1,

respectively. (See e.g. F. Riesz-B.Sz.-Nagy [3, p. 263].)
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(8) (yAxo + y.A~lxo — xo, y) = 0

with

1 1
(9) y = -;       /i =-

2(Axo, Xo) 2(A~1x0,Xo)

(8) must hold for all y€zH. Consequently

Xo = yAxo + /xA~1Xo.

Applying A and A~l successively to this equation we find that

Axo = yA2x0 + mxo   and    A~*xo = yx0 + nA~2x»

or

/ £\2 1 - 47A* / E\2 1- 47aj
[A-) xo = -x0   and   ( A x-) Xo = -Xo.
\ 2yJ 4y2 V 2y.) 4m2

This shows that

1 - 4yM / E\2
(10a) - is an eigenvalue of I A-) ,

4y2 \ 27/

1 - 47/t / E\2
(10b) - is an eigenvalue of I A~l-)  •

4aj2 \ 2At/

Going back to Equation (6) we deduce

(m-) E < (A-)   ^ (M-) E
\        ly) \ ly)        \ 27/

and thus for the eigenvalue (10a)

/ 1\2       l-47/i      / 1\2
(11a) [m-)   ^ -^[M-).

V ly) 472 \ 27/

Similarly we find

(i_iy£s:(,-_^'s(i_iy£
\M     In)         \           Ip.)      \m In)

and

/1        1 \2      1 - 47At      /1 1 \2

\M ~ ij   =      4ai2     = \m 2fi) '

By taking the positive square root of the inequalities (lla/b) we

obtain
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2ym g 1 + (1 - 47ai)1/2 ̂  2yM

and

1 1
2p — g 1 + (1 - 47A01'2 ̂  2aj — •

When combined these inequalities yield

m M
47At — S (1 + (1 - 47a01/2)2 S 47m — •

From this follows

[4wS+0 - 2Is 4(1 -4w) s H(?+0 - 2I
or

4'VLt 4^1/
— [47At(Af + w)2 - imM] ^ 0 g-[47/i(Af + m)2 - 4mM]
M2 m2

and therefore

1yp(M + m)2 — 4mM = 0.

Hence, recalling from (9) that

1
47ai = -•

(Axo, x0)(^4_1Xo, xo)

we finally find

(M + m)2
(12) (^4x0, Xo)(^_1x0, xo) = -

4mM

which was to be proved. (12) shows furthermore that (at least in the

finite dimensional case) the upper bound in (7) can not be improved.

2. We now remove the restriction of the finite-dimensionality of

H. Let x0 be a fixed vector of H and let H0 CZH be a finite dimensional

subspace of II which contains the three vectors Xo, -4x0 and .4-1Xo.

We denote by P the projection of IIonto H0. For the operator B=PA

we have

B(Ho) C #o

and

(Bx, y) = (PAx, y) = (PAPx, y) = (x, PAPy) = (x, By)
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for all x, y£i?o- Hence, B is a selfadjoint operator in the space H0.

Furthermore, we find for x£Z7/0

(Bx, x) — (PAx, x) = (Ax, Px) = (Ax, x)

and therefore in H0

(13) 0 < mE g m'E g B g M'E g ME

where

(Bx, x)                            (Bx, x)
m' = inf-; M' = sup- •

xeHt   (x, x) zeHo   (x, x)

Hence, we can apply the first part of the proof to the operator B in

the finite dimensional space H0. In doing this we obtain for all xG-ffo

(Bx, x)(B~1x, x)      (M' + m!)2      1 (M'       tri \       1
(14) i—LJl-'—^---=—[-+-) + —•

(x, x)2 Am'M' 4 W        M'J       2

From (13) we conclude that

M'      M
1 £-g —

m'       m

and

M'      m'       M      m

m        M        tn      M

This last inequality is a result of the fact that for u Si 1 the function

f(u) =u + l/u is monotonically increasing. (14) and (15) together

yield

(Bx, x)(B~1x, x)       1 (M      m\       1       (M + m)2
(16) ——-—^— ( — +—) + — ="-

(x, x)2 4 \m      M)      2 AmM

for all x£iJo. Since H0 contains x0, Ax0 and ^4_1x0 we find

(17) Bx0 = PAxo = Ax0

and

Xo = Px0 = PAA~xxo = BA-xXo.

The last relation implies

(18) -B-'xo = A~xXo

when one considers that the existence of P_1 in Ho is a direct conse-
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quence of (13). Substituting (17) and (18) in (16) we obtain finally

(M + m)2
(Ax0, Xo)(A~lx0, Xo) ^ -(x0, Xo)2.

4mM

Since x0 was arbitrary the theorem is hereby completely proved.

3. The generalized Polya-Szego inequality. Theorem 1 is equiva-

lent to the following:

Theorem 2. Given two permutable, linear and selfadjoint operators

A and B of the Hilbert space H which fulfill the conditions

(21) 0 < miE ^ A g MiE;       0 < m2E g B ^ M2E

then

(MiM2 + mm2)2
(Ax, Ax)(Bx, Bx) ^-(Ax, Bx)2

4mim2MiM2

for all x£i7.

Proof. (1) It is rather obvious that Theorem 1 is contained in

Theorem 2. In fact, let C be any given selfadjoint operator H with

0 < ME ^ C ^ ME.

We set A = C1'2 and B = (0-l)I/2- Since

0 < ml'2E g A g M1I2E;       0 < (M^y^E g B ^ (m~iyi2E

it follows immediately from Theorem 2 that

(Cx, x)(C-1x, x) _ (Ax, Ax)(Bx, Bx)      (M + m)2

(x, x)2 (Ax, Bx)2 4mM

ior all x£i7 and this is the statement of Theorem 1.

(2)  We will now show that the reverse is also true, i.e., that Theo-

rem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 1.

For the selfadjoint operator C = AB~1 we have from (21)

mi Mi
0 <-E^C ^-E.

M2 m2

Therefore, we find from Theorem 1 that

(Cx, x)(C-1x, x) < (MiMt + mim2)2

(x, x)2 4mim2MiM2

for all x£il.
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From the permutability of A and B it follows that this will also

hold true4 for the operators A1'2 and B1'2. Using this together with

the selfadjointness of all operators6 involved we obtain for x

= (ABY'2y:

(Cx, x) = (AB-l(AByi*y, (ABY'2y) = (Ay, Ay),

(C'% x) = (BA-^AByVy, (ABy2y) = (By, By),

(x, x) = ((ABy'2y, (ABY'2y) = (Ay, By).

Substituting these relations in (22) we get the statement of Theorem

1.

4. Special cases. We shall now show that the Kantorovich inequal-

ity is a direct specialization of Theorem 1, while the same holds true

for inequality (5) in regard to Theorem 2. At the same time this will

prove that the inequalities (5) and (2) are equivalent.

We consider the Hilbert space l2 which consists of all sequences of

real numbers x= {£i, £2, • ■ • } with 22t=i^l< °°- In h we select a

complete, orthonormal system of elements Z\, z2, ■ ■ • .

Let now {a*} and \bk] be two arbitrary sequences of real numbers

subject to the condition

0 < mi ^ ak ^ Mi;        0 <m2 = bk^ M2        (k -= 1, 2, • • • ).

We consider in l2 the two operators

CO oo

Ax = 22 ak%kzk;       Bx =22 b&kZk
t—i t-i

where £4 = (x, zk) are the components of x.

These two operators in l2 obviously fulfill all conditions of Theorem

2. Hence, we obtain

"     11   "     22 ^ (MiM2 + mim2)2 r  "      t   if
2-, a&k 2-, Ok^k S —-——-     2-, akbkkk
t-i *-i Amim2MiM2      L t-i J

for all xEik- This is inequality (5).

Since the inverse of the operator ^4x can be written in the form

A^x = /2 — £*z*
t-i   ak

we obtain similarly from Theorem 1

4 See e.g. F. Riesz-B. Sz.-Nagy [3, p. 264].
6 Here we make use of the fact that [AByli is a transformation of iff onto H.
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t_i k-i  ak imM      L t_i    J

for all x&t- This is inequality (2).
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ON A PROBLEM OF LOHWATER

G. PIRANIAN

Bagemihl [l] has shown that, for each complex-valued function/

defined in the unit disk D, there exist at most countably many points

eie that are endpoints of two Jordan arcs 71 (6) and yt(6) such that the

corresponding cluster sets C(f, eie; yi(6)) and C(f, eie; yt(B)) are dis-

joint. Lohwater [2, p. 173] has recently asked whether there exists

a function / for which uncountably many points eie are endpoints of

three Jordan arcs 71 (d), yt(6), 73(0) such that the intersection

C(f, e»; yi(6)) n C(f, e"; yt(0)) A C(f, tf»\ y3(6))

is empty. The property of points just described will be called the

three-path property.

Theorem. There exists a complex-valued function, continuous in the

unit disk, for which each point ew has the three-path property.

My proof is based on a slight modification of a technique recently

used in connection with a problem on ambiguous points of a function

defined in the unit sphere [3]. Let ri, Tt, T3 be three trees in D, with

the property that each point eu can be approached along three Jordan

arcs which lie on 7\, T2, T3, respectively, except for their common

endpoint e*. Let 7i, T2, T3 have the further property that no point
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